
Listening Worksheet   eeee            Name: ________________            Date: ________ 

Criteria for Criticism 
Instructions: Copy into your workbook ONLY THE CORRECT RESPONSE from each numbered item below while you listen to the 
music. Only answer the numbers listed on the board. Always copy the BOLD, UPPERCASE WORDS. 

1. INTERPRETATION:  THE TITLE OF THIS PIECE OF MUSIC IS ____________, 
COMPOSED BY ___________________ WHO LIVED DURING THESE YEARS: 
_____________. THIS PERIOD OF TIME WAS CALLED THE _______ERA. THE 
COMPOSER LIVED IN ___________(nation). THIS PIECE WAS HEARD BY 
PEOPLE at court _____, people in inns or taverns _____, in a theater _______, in a 
concert hall _____, in a church _____, in an opera house ______. 

2. ELEMENTS: 
a. TEMPO: (Use word bank to describe in a sentence)_______ 
b. RHYTHM: (Use word bank to describe in a sentence)_______ 
c. MELODY: (Use word bank to describe in a sentence)_______  
d. HARMONY: (Use word bank to describe in a sentence)_______ 
e. TEXTURE: (Use word bank to describe in a sentence)_______ [A piece might 

have several kinds of harmony/texture. Which do you hear?]  Three Kinds of 
Harmony or Texture 

� _____MONOPHONIC is single line of melody only. [It moves 
horizontally.] 

� _____HOMOPHONIC is a single line of melody with blocked 
harmony [chords] [The single melody moves horizontally, the chords 
move vertically.] 

� _____POLYPHONIC is layers of melody, more than one melody at the 
same time. [All move horizontally, one over the other]  

f. TIMBRE: Notice the color, the combinations of voices or instruments, contrasts 
in kinds of sounds.  

� You may use the word bank to be more descriptive OR. 
� I hear mostly strings ________.  
� I hear a solo instrument (or a small group) _______ of brass _____ of 

woodwinds ________ of drums ________.   
� I hear a full orchestra ________.  
� I hear singers _________. 

g. DYNAMICS: ________Loud _________Soft ________Medium ______Contrast 
3. ANALYSIS: Get inside the piece.  Find out how clever the composer was. 

a. What is it? GENRE 
� Symphony____ Chamber piece ____ Concerto ____ Solo _____ 

Ballet ____ Opera _____ Musical _____ Orchestral ______ 
Band ____ Vocal _____ Sacred _____Secular ______ 

b. What does it do? (What was the composer’s INTENTION?) 
� Tells a story ____ Describes an event ____ Does not tell a story ___ 

Intended as entertainment ____ Intended for the church ____ 
� This music is "PROGRAM MUSIC" if it has a theme or story.  If it is, 

choose one: The story is taken from myth ______ legend ______ history 
or an event _______a play _____ a novel or book _______ a poem ___. 



4. EXPRESSION: What qualities, moods, feelings, or what kinds of emotions does the 
piece of music have the power to create (to evoke)? _____________________________ 

5. How well does this piece of music do what it was intended to do? Did YOU feel it? Why? 
I FELT __________ WHILE LISTENING, BECAUSE _______________________. 

6. EVALUATION: Make judgments based on the criteria below and what you have 
discovered. [CRITERIA] 

a. Does it have UNITY? What musical idea holds it together, or makes it one piece?  
b. Its form:___________________ 
c. Is there enough or too much repetition of melody? _____ 
d. Does it have COMPLEXITY?  
e. What makes it inventive? Unique?   
f. Why is it great? 

 
7. What gives this piece its INTENSITY? What elements lend to its emotional power? 

Why have people wanted to hear it for many years?  
8. DEFENSE: Tell your ideas, opinions or respect for the composer's craftsmanship, 

continuing with the sentence below, imagining that you are a person in the audience, in 
the composer's time, hearing this composition. Suppose that the composer is present, or 
even conducting or performing this piece. These ideas should be based on what you now 
know that you did not know before you gathered data on this piece of music.  

� I was visiting in the city of _________________ on a warm September 
evening in the year _____. I ..........................................................……. 

9. I _______like ______dislike this music because ________________________________. 
10. If I wrote a piece like this, I would change one thing.  I would _____________________. 
11. This music reminds me of another artistic creation: ________________ because_______. 
12. Something interesting I learned today was_____________________________________. 
13. On the back of your notebook page, use your pencil to be creative while you listen to this 

music. Draw, doodle, be poetic … anything the music makes you feel! 
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